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“F. for FREDDIE"

The following is the text of a broadcast by the Squadron
Leader of "F. for Freddie" in the film "Target for Tonight"
which was given at 6.45 this evening:-
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GRISEWOOD

We’ve got an R.A.F. Officer here whose name we can’t give but

whose face must be familiar to millions. If you’ve seen the

R.A.F. film "Target for Tonight" you’ll remember the Squadron
Leader who in the film was Captain of the Wellington Bomber

F. for Freddie. In real life he’s holder of the D.S.O. and

D.F.G. and we’ve got him along tonight to yarn to us about

some of his real life adventures. But first of all what did

you think of the film yourself when you saw it complete?

Well, to tell you the truth, we'd seen bits of it run through
so often while we were making it that it had rather lost its

novelty. We were terrifically impressed with the thoroughness
of Harry Watt and his company. They took endless trouble to

see that everything was right from the technical point of view.

We enjoyed working with them and they were very popular on the

Station (I don’t think Harry will mind my saying this).

I’m sure he won’t. Would you say the film gives a good picture
of the real thing?

Yes, a very accurate picture - though naturally bits of it

are rather compressed. They had to be for purposes of the

cinema.

Of course, of course - now about your own adventures. When

did you yourself start operations?

When the Germans went into Norway. I suppose I have been

bombing on and off more or less all the time ever since. The

Squadron I used to be with had a crack at the Nazis in Holland

and then when they broke through in France we were put to

attacking their communications and columns as they moved

forward. We were in the Dunkirk show too - a thing I remember

most vividly about that is that at 3,000 feet above our aerodrome

in England you could still see the glow in the sky above Dunkirk.

I once came down in the sea and -

That sounds exciting.

/SPEAKER
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Yes it was more exciting than I wanted. We spent 13 1/2
hours in

our rubber dinghy. We’d been bombing the Ruhr that night and over

the sea one engine cut out. The other was over heating and there was

a risk of it going on fire. We gradually lost height until in the end

we were forced to come down. We got the dinghy launched all right and

we all managed to climb into it. This was about 3 in the morning by
the way. Dawn was just breaking. The Rear-Gunner had had a bad time

of it because when he was climbing out of the aircraft the wireless aerial

got twisted round his neck and one of the others had to cut him free.

We put him down in the bottom of the dinghy and the rest of us sat round in

a circle facing inwards. The trouble was that if you dozed off for half

a minute you kept falling backwards and there was nothing to stop you

going into the sea. The second Pilot had also been knocked about rather

badly when he hit the water so we got him down in the middle of the dinghy

too. The rest of us tied ourselves together. We had nothing to eat

and nothing to drink unfortunately. We threw away all our heavy clothing
and shoes to lighten the dinghy. We kept one pair of shoes for baling
out when the waves came over the side, I remember we selected my pair for

the job because I’d got the biggest feet. Aircraft from our own

Squadron started to search for us and eventually round about midday one

of them found us. The Pilot was a chap we called "Handlebar Hank"

because he had got an outsize in moustaches.

SPEAKER

GRISEWOOD What would you say was the most eventful raid you've been on?

SPEAKER One about two or three weeks ago. We were bombing Mannheim and got

caught in searchlights at 13,000 feet. We had to go down to 6,000 to

get out of them. Then we got off track and crossed the Ruhr at 5,000

feet. For about 20 minutes we seemed to be running the gauntlet of all

the guns they’d got. Some how or other we got through without being badly

hit, but with all the twisting and dodging we had had to do we used a

great deal of petrol. Actually we did get back without trouble but when

we landed the petrol gauges were registering nil.

The last squadron I was in has every fine example to live up to, the

example of their late Commanding Officer. He lost his life to save his

crew. Four of them are known to be alive and prisoners of war in

Germany. We received a letter recently from one of them from the prison

camp, and I’d like to read an extract from it in which he refers to the

Commanding Officer. This is what he says, - "He ended his life as a

truly gallant gentleman. In every way he was a fine man. His deed was

deliberate. Our machine was set on fire and we baled out before the

machine broke up. We were picked up out of the sea after an hour. The

Wing Commander went down with the machine. By holding it steady for us

he left it too late for himself."
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